Return Policy
We want you to love your items as much as we do so if you are not delighted with your purchase we
offer a no-quibble guarantee. Just return the item in its original condition within 14 days for a full
refund, minus any shipping costs. All purchases must be returned in a saleable condition with all tags
attached. Please ensure that when trying on an item, it is kept free of marks or scents such as from
food, perfume, cosmetics, deodorant and cigarettes.
To return your Item
Securely package the return merchandise with a filled-in copy of the returns form, in the original
packaging or a secure box. You are responsible for the items until they reach our returns department
so we suggest that you insure your package for the full value of the merchandise. We are not
responsible for items lost in transit, and any lost package claims must be made by the sender
through their chosen shipper.
Please fill in the form below and enclose the goods to be returned.

Please address all return shipments to:Attn.: Return Department, MSSVG, PO BOX 68836, London, SE23 9DR, United Kingdom
Date:
Order No:
Name:
E-mail:
Phone:
Item Name
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Reason for return
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Instagram.com/MSSVGUK

Join our mailing list, Facebook, Twitter & Instagram for exclusives, special offers

What other items, brands or designers would you like to see MSSVG.COM stock?

How did you find our customer service?

Would you order from us again?

If you could change one thing about your experience with us what would it be?

Thank you again for your order and please return to WWW.MSSVG.COM for beautiful
plus-size clothes from Designers and brands around the world.
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